
SALE VILLA COLLESALVETTI

COLLESALVETTI - RIF.716 - LIVORNO – COUNTRYSIDE - Located in the splendid setting of the Tuscan countryside, close to famous art cities like Florence, Pisa, Volterra and to a short distance from the Etruscan Coast with its renowned coast shores alternating with long sandy beaches, where the sea is always in the foreground with the clearness of its crystalline waters; is located the "Villa Belvedere", a large house made entirely of natural stone and elegant and solid lines, all like the ancient tradition of the typicals “Casali Toscani” with the addition of all the our days comforts. This Luxury Villa for Sale, compact and essential, is surrounded by three and half land hectares, cultivated according to the Tuscan criterion of mixed crops, which combines the spirituality of the olive trees with the vivacity of the numerous fruit trees. The silence and the panoramic view that accompanies the "Villa Belvedere" allows who stay there to enjoy the beauty of nature and to appreciate his rhythms. This imposing Villa Toscana has a volume of over 560 sqm on two levels floors and it is located directly on a small and exclusive hill that guarantees an exceptional panoramic views of the green countryside, forests and close hills; a charming and unchanging landscape for centuries.Villa Appearance                                                                                                      The ground floor includes an important entry area with wardrobe, a large living room with antique fireplace and brick arches and hand-made brick columns, a study area, a large and well windowed kitchen with fireplace and  a large pantry area, two amenities and a large panoramic open gallery on two sides also enriched by an important fireplace. From the open gallery we have the access to the old furnace farm, strictly maintained with the original of Villa's features. From both, kitchen and  open gallery area, there is the access to large outdoor terraces that gives to this Luxurious Villa for Sale, an exceptional outdoor living in full countryside relax. The first floor, which is accessed from the living room by a comfortable and elegant wooden staircase, includes a further sitting room with a fireplace that has the function of disengagement for access to the two night departments area, where there are three double bedrooms with service and one of panoramic outdoor terrace plus a single room for service.Surrounding land                                                                                                                              This charming villa for sale in Tuscany is surrounded by a land of about three and half hectares, completely fenced with poles and wire mesh of two meters high; the access to the Villa takes place by an imposing automatic gate and a natural stone wall, then into a long tree-lined way with large plants of Cypress and Oleandri, leading to the Villa. The land is entirely cultivated with olive trees, an orchard of all qualities as well as a private vegetable garden. In the heart of the property there are two wells, among which a traditional with masonry rings dating to the construction of the Villa, plus a large rainwater collecting tank. Adjacent to the house, is an exceptional green area, is located the  fantastic 120 sqm infinity pool. In the plot of land is further planned the possibility of building further buildings for about 60 square meters to be used  depandance.Historical Villa Facts                                                                                                                  From a search in the historical archives, this villa for sale in Tuscany countryside was built in 1600 years, the original destination was a small “Pieve” with countryside church, today's testimony to this destination are the cylindrical brick columns and its construction stone. Towards the end of 1700 years the Villa was transformed into a farmhouse, beginning with the typical example of spontaneous architecture characteristic of most of the ancient “Casali Toscani” and “Umbri”. Until the Second World War, the Villa was destined for agricultural use with stables and warehouses on the ground floor and on the first floor; This testimony is made by the presence of the external stone staircase with access to the first floor. In the 1950 years, following the exodus from the countryside, this Villa for Sale was completely abandoned; then being fully and carefully restructured in the 1990 years; in fact, this renovation was so extensive and detailed that it lasted more than four years to get a gorgeous Villa, where all the details and the materials used have faithfully reproduced the past Tuscan style, but without abandon the most modern techniques for structural and consolidation; in fact all the floors and the roof have the cement armor inserted inside the traditional structure of the past, made of antique and half-hand made beams and wreaths; while the cover is completely watertight and insulated as well as being coated with hand-made tiles and tiles like the original Tuscan style.                                                                                                                                       Distances:Highway A11 Genova-Livorno  km 12                                                                     Pisa Galileo Galilei airport      km 18                                                               Livorno City                         km 13                                                                        Pisa City                          km 20                                                                 Florence City                                km 85

5 bathrooms, 5 bedrooms, Garden 35.000mq, Living room, Proximity to the sea 13km.

Floor: Su più livelli

Surface: 560 mq

Energetic class: G

Ipe: 175 kwm2

Private deal
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